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First, I'd like to express my delight·in being able to

attend and be a part of this conference. I believe Dr. Dvorkovitz

should be congratulated for taking one of the first initiatives to

move into a.void that many have long felt must be filled.

It has been the opinion of a number of scientific authorities

on. technology transfer that industry is not fully capitalizing on

the inventive output of universities and non-profit organizations

(hereinafter referred to as "universities"). Early in 1972, the

country's leading scientists had reported to the White House as

:1.'1 "urgent situation" ". . • continuing failure of industry,

universities, and Government to cooperate in developing civilian

technology in the way they produced defense, space, and atomic tools."

Today the principals are gathered her.e in a practical

attempt to respond to such criticisms.

From the point of view of the Governme]lt and the public,

the stakes are very high. The sheer magnitude of Government support

of research aud development at universi tieSdeJlli.lIlds evide]lce of

useful results if it is to be continued in the prevailing competition

for the Federal dollar. In Fiscal Year 1970, approximately $3 billion

of the $12 billion, or one quarter of that spent by the Goverl1Illent

on research and development outside its own laboratories went in. .

the form of grants and contracts to universities. IfIEW's former
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Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs recently quoted

an Office of Management and Budget official as stating:

''You have got to find some way to justify the

return the public is getting from the .large invest

ment which has been made in health over the recent

years by the Federal Government. In this regard,
,

no one else is at such an increasing disadvantage

as is health in competing for sc:arce fundS."

My own belief is that this indication for need for identifiable

results will be part of OMS's review of all agency research programs.

Please note my emphasis on the word "ideni;ifiable". I am not at all

convinced that because inventive results are not readily identifiable

as being generated \vithGovernrnent support that meaningful bases of

scientific iI)forrnation upon Which industry blIildS are not being

generated. Notwithstanding, it appears evident that a better j ob

of transfering technology from the uriiversities can and should be

accomplished.

Of course, in those situations where Government fundS are

involved in supporting university research, all three Princ:ipals

need to sharpen their performance.

Some of the Government's efforts in reviewing its part in the

technology transfer problem is taking place in the University

Subcommittee on Patent Policy , an interagency group ultimately

responsible to the Federal Council for Science and Technology.

At the outset of its study, the Committee identified some
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general premises from which it would be necessary to proceed:

First, a sympathetic and encouraging Federal climate is very

important to technological progress. Thus, in cases where the

requirement for university/industry relations is not met ina

satisfactory manner, Government can. have an· important tole to play

asa catalyst or "impresario" in creating the fra;nework within which

regular contacts take place between university and industry.

Second, the University connmll1.ity and industry, left to their

own initiatives, will probably be unable to generate this atmosphere.

Private business, even though concerned with institutional barriers

that preclude systems iJll1ovatio~,_C'IIl't_d() lllUchabout:it:.They

are responsible for outputs of their busiliesses, and nriist ordinarily

work within .the narrow confines of the companies' responsibilities

to maximize profits and minimize risks for the firm.

Third, there appears to be an absolute need for industrial

collaboration with universities if the results of Government-sponsored

university research are to reach the marketplace. Of course this

is true because much of the work performed under Government-sponsored

grants and contracts at universities is basic, as opposed to applied,

Tesearch. ~nyentions arising out of basic research involve at most

compositions of matter with no clear utility, proto.type devices, or

processes which usually require much additional development. Univer

sities.themse1ves do not undertake the complete development of such

inchoate inventions to bring them to the point of practical application,

as development leading to commercial marketing -is not ordinarily
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within the scope of their missions. Further, financing of that type

of development work that might be used by such institutions is not

generally available from Government sources. Consequently, devel

opmentin such cases will generally be accomplished only where

industry has knowledge of' them and has an incentive to utilize its

risk capital to bring such inventions to the marketpla.ce. Even in

those· fewer instances where the university has undertaken applied

research, ultimately industrial aid will be required in bringing the

invention to the marketplace. Since the public institution and

the industrial concern are two different organizations not only

physically separated, but often having different goals , it can be

expected that collaborative development arrangements will be diffi

cult to achieve.

Last, the difficulty of collaboration is compounded wheri those

1'iho now perform essential parts of a function refuse to modify

their. operations to. meet the needs of the whole system. (I am not

excluding the Federal Government as one of the principals who must

modify its operations.) These vested interests constitute by far

the most serious institutional barrierS. to socially important

innovations. OrdiJJ.arily ,thE:l IJrincipa~s qm't be ordered to

collaborate. Nor will they do so unless they see something in it

for themselves. The problem is how to provide the means for inducing

them to integrate voluntarily into a system that performs a socially

desirable function.
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With these matters in mind, the University Subcommittee began

its review of the university difficulty in transferring the results

of its research to industry. The following were. considered to be

the primary reasons for at least the appearance of not achieving

optimum results:

First, and thought to be the most important, was the conclusion
,

that universities do not generally have an adequate management

capability to facilitate the transfer of their inventive reSUlts

to industrial concerns that might make use of them. Even those

organizations having the right . to transfer a degree of patent

protection desired by industry may well fail tbsucceed inencour-

aging utilization if an adequate, organized effort to communicate

these results is not made.

Most authorities do not believe that the mere existence of

a body of research outputs and other technical knoWledge is enough

to result insignificant industrial innovation.

It is felt that to transfer scientific or technical information

into specific innovations requires a certain amount of organized

effort.

In sUll), ~ g09~ c:(')~ic:~1:io~ systym does not just happen

accidentally; management must take deliberate, specific action to

devise and keep open necessary communication channels. It must

also give explicit attention to its goals.

Of course ,today we have with us a mnnber of universities who

have generated the type of management capability discussed above ,
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and every day the number of additional universities forming such

management capabilities is increasing in response to .the demonstrated

need.

What other problems impede technology transfer?

Well, second, I would identify the ''not-invented-here'' syndrome.

Industrial organiz.a.tions have commercialpositioIlS in·most areas of

their research. Accordingly, there is an in-house incentive for

such organizations to further develop the results of their research

in order to improve theircoIlHllercial position. This incentive stems

from the organization's ability to continuously evaluate their

research through all stages of its development. It is presumed that

there will be a lesSer in<:entive for industry to further develop

the results of university research where such research will not be

under its initial review or control. It waS suggested that this

bias toward investment in further development of its own ideas,

rather than ideas from outside sources, might be lessened by early

identification by industry of university investigators who may be

working in their areas of interest.

Notwithstanding the "not-inventedcherEl1syndromto, I would note
,

that the Proceedings of the Conference on Technology Transfer and

Innovatioll , sponsored by the National Science Foundation in 1967,

noted that innovating companies depend on a relatively small

number of professionals called "cosmopolites" toconnnunicate

'j

I

I
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with outsiders and bring important new infonnation into the finn.

This infonnation is in turn passed on to the rest of the staff,

referred to as "locals". About onechalf of the 560 innovations

studie in the above-cited conference were based on technological

information horizonta,llY transferred to the finn. This ,of course,
,

confinns the importance of outside information and suggests the

expanded use of "cosmopolites" andjorthe use of outside organiza-

ations such as Dr. Dvorkovitz' or Research Corporation with or in

lieu of inside "cosmopolites". One of the best examples of an

inside "cosmopolite" group I 'ill familiar with is the University

Relations Branch of Merck and company.

Third, is the uncertainty over ownership of inventions

made at universities that may be collaboratively developed or

are generated through a collaborative relationship.

Some agencies of the Government! have noted situations

of industry refusal to collaborate with public institutions in

bringing their inventions to the marketplace unless provided

some patent protection as quidproquofor additional investment

and development required.

This was substantiated by the Harbridge HoUse Study and' the

GAO Report on Medicinal Chemistry. Both of these studies

indiC:Jted an industry-wide reluctance by phannaceutical finns to

test Jmpositions of matter sYIlthesized or isolated by Department
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of Health, Education, and Welfare grant-supported investigators

due to rHEW's patent policy, which industry felt failed to take

into consideration the large private investment before such

co~ositions could be marketed as drugs. Although not as extenc

sively documented, similar situations have occulTed in the area of

medical hardware devices.

The Harbridge House Study, when discussing university and

non-profit institution inventions, indicated that:

"In both cases, the inventions most frequently arise

from basic research and require substantial private

development before reaching the stage where they

are commercially useful. Some measure of exclusive

rights appear necessary to motivate licensees to invest

in the work necessary to commercialize these inventions."

It follows from the experiences noted in university dealings

with the pharmaceutical indUstry and medical device manufacturers

that there probably is a reluctance to collaborate with universities

in bringing high-risk iriventionS to the marketplace if some patent

exclusivity is nOt first provided to :t1J.EldElyelqp~r. In my opinion,

this problem will be compounded by the passage of pending medical

deVice legislation which would require evidence of clinical testing

prior to marketing due to the added risk capital required for testing.
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Fourth, is the problem of contamination. As used by industry

and institution investigators, "contamination" means the potential

compromise of rights in proprietary research resulting from exposure

of an organization to iqeas, compositions ,and/or test results

arising from Government- sponsored. research. For . example , .an inven

tionmade at an institution under aGovernment-ftmq~dr~search

program is looked into by a company doing parallel research. If

the company incorporates into its research program some of the

research findings of the institution and then develops a marketable

product patentably distinct from the institution's invention, the

company fears that the Government is in a position to assert claims

to their product.

The above had the effect of persuading the SUbcommittee that

the Federal Government needed to act to create an atmosphere

conducive to the transfer of inventive results from universities

to industry.

To overcome the above barriers to technology transfer, it

appeared essential to the Subcommittee that the Government·persu;

universities to provide a managementca.pability witliin the

institution that will serve as a focal point for'receipt of the

inventive results of institutional research for later dissemination

by itself or other management organizations to those industrial

concerns most likely to utilize such results. It was the conclusion

of the Subcorrnnittee that this might be accomplished by guaranteeing

to universities at the time of ftmding patent rights in Govemment

supported inventions in return for establishment of a management
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capability created to undertake transfer of the inventive results

of university research. The guarantee of patent rights to the

university carries with it the right to license commercial concerns,

thus creating the incentive necessary for development in those

situations where collaboration would not otherwise be accomplished

and lessening or eliminating industry fear of contamination. Further,,

under such a policy, collaborative arrangements could. be made wherein

industry's participation is protected before it is even clear whether

or not inventions will be made. Such prior arrangements should

minimize the problem of the "not-invented-here" syndrome, since a

collaborator would not be viewed as an "outsider".

As noted previously ,the Subcommittee identified the problem

as finding the means. to induce voluntary integration into a system

that results in technology transfer. We believe our recommendation

provides such.an inducement for all three of the parties involved

through recognition of their equities.

First, the Government, as the representative of the public,

would have created the atmosphere necessary to transfer the results

of university. rese;trch to. the marketplace where the taxpayer .may

utilize it. Of cOlp:se,SBch end products will increase the nation's

potential to employ labor and raise the level of its exports. Further,

industrial participation will increase the Government's ability to

focus public funds on the kinds of research and development which

have high, long-run social value, but could not be undertaken by
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industry alone due to the risk involved and the initial poorly

defined profit opportunities. Rights will be reserved under the

policy to a$sure against individual abuse of the privileges retained

by the university and industry.

Second, the university will be pennitted to recover royalties

through the licensing of their inventions. The policy requires that

a substantial portion of royalty receipts be utilized for educational

or research purposes, with a lesser portion available for distri

bution to inventors. Further, ownership in the university will

permit the University to pursue or direct development of the

invention as it deems appropriate.

And third, industry's investment can be protected through some

exclusivity.

The basic recommendations of the Subcormnittee are still under

review. However, at the present time, the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (IHEW) and the Department of Defense (roD)

have policies similar to that reconnnended, which guarantee selected

institutions who have previously demonstrated a patent management

ca.pability and/or a patent policy considered in the public interest

a first option to admin.ister title to inventions' generated with

Department support, subject to conditions considered necessary

in the public interest. The roD policy extends only to inventions

that are generated under grants and contracts that do not fall within

the proVisions of Section lea) of the President'S Statement. roD
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grants and contracts with institutions that are identified as falling

within Section lea) contain patent clauses that give the Government

the first option to any inventions m;>de in performance of the

contract.

I have been advised that the National Science Foundation will

within the next few weeks issue' reg1JhltiqlJ.§ whiGn. W~lJ $ubst;illtially

follow the reconnnendations of the Subconnnittee. Further, I am '

advised by NASA that NASA regulations presently provide for Insti

tutional Patent Agreements (IPA's) with universities NASA deems to

have adequate patent management capabilities. I understand tha.t

both agencies are willing to entertain requests for IPA's.

I think it is importlli~t to note that the total amount of

funds administered, by the above four agencies for use in funding

university research '\pproximates $2 billion 01 the $3 billion

noted above .. The remaining $1 billion is administered by the

remaining Executive agencies., the largest portion of which is

$630 million being administered by A.E.C.

Al~hough I cannot predict how each of the four above agencies

will treat individualliniversity requests for IPA's, I believe it

fair to say that the concept of IPA's is here to stay and grow

beca.use it basically reflects a grass-roots desire which was amply

demonstrated here today.

Before closing, I would like to pass to a slightly different

topic. In the same report to the White House mentioned earlier,

it was also noted as an "urgent situation" ".•. a still-grdwing

'technological gap' versus Japan and West Germany -- areas steadily
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pulling ahead in exports of many high-teclmologyproducts." I

believe there is a growing body of evidence that some of the products

generated by these countries are the outgrowth of university tech

nology ~ It seems to me~at the IPA program could be a partial

response to this problem if it encoura.ges the timely filing of both

domestic and foreign patent applica.tions. Of course, the filing of

foreign patent applications is an expensive matter which could be

resolved by a meaningful Patent Cooperation Treaty, which I encourage

you to support whenever possible.

#

April 2, 1973


